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When Cajun artist George Rodrigue began his series of Blue Dog paintings in 1984, he had no idea that they
would consume the greater part of his life for over two decades, and that the mysterious Blue Dog—inspired
by his studio dog-turned-model, Tiffany, and the Cajun loup-garou folk legend—would become a wildly
popular international icon as well. Blue Dog Speaks is the first book to prominently emphasize Rodrigue's
painting titles, one of the most important elements in the creation of a Blue Dog painting, alongside the
works. Rodrigue used Blue Dog painting titles to provide insight—whether humorous or nostalgic or
sad—into the human condition.
 
In an introduction, Rodrigue revealed how an idea that originated in childhood tales grew far beyond; his
Blue Dogs moved beyond Louisiana into formerly uncharted territory to express larger concepts about
contemporary life. His titles—such as "Right Place Wrong Time" and "Tiffany Remembers the '70s"—along
with other, more abstract ones such as "All by Myself with My Happiness,"captured this shift in style and
content.
 
But most of all, there are the paintings themselves, magnificently displayed, their titles inviting us to ask,
“What is this dog all about?” and “What was the artist trying to say?” Even though the definitive answers
remain a mystery, the titles provide a clue…
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From reader reviews:

Joel Faulkner:

Within other case, little individuals like to read book Blue Dog Speaks. You can choose the best book if
you'd prefer reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a book Blue Dog Speaks. You can
add expertise and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from
book you can learn everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple
matter until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we could open a book as well as searching by
internet gadget. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's
examine.

Cheryl Steele:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content. We
all know that that book is very important for us. The book Blue Dog Speaks ended up being making you to
know about other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for
you. The e-book Blue Dog Speaks is not only giving you far more new information but also to get your
friend when you truly feel bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to
make relationship with all the book Blue Dog Speaks. You never really feel lose out for everything when you
read some books.

Deborah Knight:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make anyone to
understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information simpler to share. You
can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and soon. You
can see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to you is
Blue Dog Speaks this publication consist a lot of the information from the condition of this world now. That
book was represented how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer value to explain it is
easy to understand. The writer made some exploration when he makes this book. Here is why this book
suited all of you.

Sean Ward:

That book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Blue Dog Speaks was colorful and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Blue Dog Speaks has many kinds or type. Start from kids
until young adults. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read and believe that you are the
character on there. Therefore , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it makes you feel happy,
fun and chill out. Try to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading which.
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